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^ound him; and from now on dates that mental
which leaves its mark on all his later books.
In 1884 apfes^r^d the first volume of xthe collection of
stories, Marm^^M very/ c^jjual merit,"arid
still more unequal
nominally in defence of the sanctity of ma^^a§e> .
actually against what Strindberg regarded as cuo '*
forces: the demand for sex-equality and the ema >
tion of women which had been so warmly esj>
by the sister-country, Norway. At bottom, thejt
show us in innumerable facets the disintegration of his
own love for, and marriage with Siri von Essen. And
to this period, too, belong the two naturalistic dramas,
The Father and Lady Julie* which, as we have seen,
established Strindberg's European fame. Had I had
time, I should have liked to say much about these
works; for they form very important stages in the
history of European realism. They mark a distinct
innovation in the development of dramatic technique;
and they helped to break the tyranny of mid-century
theatrical conventions. There is something, indeed,
here, more revolutionary than ever Ibsen attempted;
and they were the forerunners of a new theatre, the
" theatre intime ". But it would be idle to claim that
they mean much to us to-day, nearly forty years after
their production. The twentieth century only sees in
them their repellent and unpleasant sides: the one a
picture of the meaningless vindictiveness of an
abnormal woman, who hounds her husband to death—
who reminds us of the female spider which eats up its
mate; the other an equally repugnant picture of a
neurotic woman's morbid passion for her father's
lackey. As we see these plays now, it is not their
unpleasantness we condemn ; for tragedy—even if it
be Macbeth or Hamlet—never is a pleasant thing ; but
rather the absence of any atmosphere of poetry, such
as that with which Strindberg invested his Master 0/of,
and was to invest the great historical dramas of his
later years. These plays were a brave^effort to

